Summary. Imaging spectroscopy at low spectral resolution of the composite elliptical starburst galaxy NGC 5253 has been obtained with the Anglo-Australian Telescope, RGO spectrograph and ASPECT slit scanning software. Over a region 16 by 48 arcsec 2 ( ~ 160 by 470 pc 2 ) the emission line and continuum variations have been mapped at high signal-to-noise ratio. As for other galaxies which have been spectroscopically mapped with the same technique, point-to-point fluctuations in extinction and line ratios greater than the errors are measured. Ten regions have been defined over the mapped area, four of which correspond to bright knots in a broad band image, and the remainder to knots or points of inflection in broad band or H/? maps. The spectra of these ten regions are analysed. The low metallicity and corresponding high electron temperature, T e , of the complex has enabled the [O iii]4363 À line to be well measured at 38 points in the maps and in six of the defined regions. The electron density, 7V e , has been measured from the [S n]6716/6731 À line ratio. 
Introduction
The technique of imaging spectroscopy provides a powerful tool for studying the small and intermediate scale-size variations (10 to 1000 pc) in line emission and stellar continuum in nearby well-resolved galaxies. The resulting reddening-corrected line ratio maps have shown that important variations in line ratios can exist; most probably these are caused by variations in physical conditions such as extinction and electron temperature, rather than metal abundances. On a larger scale ( > than the spiral arm width) variations in the integrated properties of H ii regions have shown that azimuthal trends in diagnostic line ratios can exist. Previous studies have concerned the spiral arms in three late-type southern galaxies -in the spiral galaxy NGC 1566 the north-western arm was mapped (Roy & Walsh 1986, hereafter Paper I) , in the Sc galaxy NGC 2997 the northern arm was so observed (Roy & Walsh 1987, Paper II) and in the SBb galaxy NGC 1365 the northern spiral arm was studied (Roy & Walsh 1988) . In this paper the single amorphous H n complex in the centre of NGC 5253 is under study. Similar techniques are applied as for the spiral arm mapping to derive emission line and continuum maps. In particular since the excitation in NGC 5253 is high, the [O m] electron temperature variation can be studied on a small scale from the 5007/4363 Á line ratio. Thus abundances can be directly measured and mapped and any spatial variations studied.
NGC 5253 is an unusual galaxy showing properties of both elliptical galaxies and younger systems and is comparable to M82 and NGC 3077 (Welch 1970) . Its distance is somewhat uncertain, but Welch (1970) estimates a distance of 2.3 Mpc assuming that the supernova 1895b occurred in the galaxy and that it is a member of the Centaurus group. De Vaucouleurs (1979) estimates a distance of 2.0 ±0.4 Mpc, placing it on the near side of the Centaurus group, whilst Caldwell & Phillips (1989) suggest a distance of 3.7 Mpc also based on the supernovae. A distance of 2.0 Mpc is adopted leading to a projected scale of -10 pc per arcsec. Table 1 summarizes the observed properties of the galaxy. NGC 5253 is within 2° of the gas-rich spiral NGC 5236 (M83), and there is possible evidence of a tidal interaction < 10 9 yr since; van den Bergh 1980; Rogstad, Lockhart & Wright 1974) . Its luminosity profile 2.0* resembles an elliptical galaxy but the H n regions in its core extend out to a radius of ~ 20 arcsec (Welch 1970) , and ionized filaments have been detected out to 100 arcsec (Graham 1981) . The ionized gas in the core has been studied by Webster & Smith (1983) who observed eight positions, and found significant differences between the spectra at these points and by Campbell, Terlevich & Melnick (1986) who distinguished two regions with differing nitrogen abundance. There have been two recorded supernovae in NGC 5253: one in 1895 (1895b -Pickering 1896) and another in 1972 (1972e) . The former occurred 32 arcsec north-east of the bright core (Evans 1952) and the latter occurred 102 arcsec to the south, van den Bergh (1980) has drawn attention to a swarm of star clusters (not globulars) around NGC 5253, and proposed that they are evidence of a large burst of star formation which is now restricted to the central region. Sandage & Brucato (1979) mention evidence for dust lanes in NGC 5253 and Aitken et al (1982) from the detection of the [S iv] 10.52 pm line found evidence of a highly obscured (A v >8 mag), high excitation H n region centred on the optical nucleus. The predicted stellar luminosity of this obscured ionized region is ~4xl0 8 L o .A fine broad-band photograph of the central region of NGC 5253 is shown in Campbell & Terlevich (1984) .
Observations
The central region of NGC 5253 was spectroscopically mapped using the 3.9-m Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT ) with the RGO spectrograph and IPCS. The ASPECT software which coordinates data taking and positioning of the telescope (Clark et al 1984; Wallace 1985) was employed. A photograph of NGC5253, derived from an AAT B band (GG385 + IIaO) plate taken at the F/3.3 prime focus of the AAT is shown in Plate 1 (kindly provided by D. Malin). Ten slit positions, separated by 1.6 arcsec, were studied over the central region centred on 13 h 37 m 05.2 s , -31° 23' 15" (B1950) and this area is shown by the large rectangle on an unsharp masked print in Plate 2 (derived from the same B band AAT prime focus plate used for Plate 1). The slit was aligned at a position angle of 15°, approximately along the long axis of the emission region. To facilitate accurate sky subtraction an offset position 86" east and 140" south of the centre of the scan (i.e. well away from the galaxy) was defined. The observing procedure, which was identical to that for NGC 2997 , consisted of taking a 30 s integration at each of the ten positions over NGC 5253, followed by a 30 s integration on the sky position. The autoguider was enabled at the end of each set of 11 integrations and the telescope tracking relative to a nearby star was updated to minimize any drifts. NGC 5253 was observed over two consecutive half nights (a total of 72 scans) giving a total integration time per slit position of 2160 s. The registration of the scans between the two nights was checked and any shift was found to be less than the pixel size of 1.3 by 2.3 arcsec. The summed data were written to tape every ten scans to allow correction for atmospheric extinction at a similar range of airmass. The maximum airmass was 1.40 giving rise to a difference of 1.4 arcsec between 3700 and 6700 À due to differential atmospheric refraction, thus not significantly degrading the spatial resolution. The seeing on both nights was remarkably constant at 1.2 arcsec (FWHM).
A 250 lines mm -1 grating blazed in first order at 4300 Â was used in blaze-to-collimator configuration giving a dispersion of 156 À mm -1 . The detector was the IPCS, which gives a spectral coverage of ^4000Á, however only 1600 pixels covering 3500 to 7030 Á were recorded. The slit width was 1.1 arcsec and the instrumental resolution 7 Â. The pixel size along the slit was 2.3 arcsec and the separation between slit positions in the map 1.6 arcsec, giving a scanned area of 120 by 16 arcsec 2 (53 by 10 pixels); the pixels project to 10 by 23 pc 2 .
Without ND filters the peak count rate in the brightest emission lines greatly exceeded 2 counts pixel" 1 s" 1 at which rate the IPCS is significantly non-linear. For 50 of the scans an ND of 0.7 was employed, and only the Ha, H/l [O n] 3727 Ä and [O m] 5007 À lines were counted at > 1 Hz in 16 pixels in the core of NGC 5253. Ten scans were made with an ND of 1.0 and the count rates were such that a few pixels were still saturated in these four lines; a further twelve scans were made with an ND of 1.3 to ensure that there were no saturated Ha or H/? pixels. The [O m] 5007 À line was still saturated in a few of the pixels in this latter observation so only the 4959 Â line was employed in the analysis of these pixels. The wavelength sensitive response of the detector-spectrograph combination was calibrated by broad slit observations of the spectrophotometric standards L745 -46A (Oke 1974) and EG274 (Stone 1977) . The photometric conditions ensured that the calibration curves differed in absolute level by less than 10 per cent during each night. L745 -46A was employed to flux calibrate the galaxy spectra on account of its redder and smoother spectrum and greater number of narrow band magnitude measurements.
Reductions
A similar reduction procedure was followed as described in Paper II and the FIGARO reduction package was used. All the spectra were wavelength calibrated and rebinned into 1800 channels; each block of scans was corrected for atmospheric extinction using the mean airmass and corrected for the appropriate ND filter response. The data were flux calibrated using the spectrum for L745 -46A. Sky subtraction was performed by subtracting the offset sky frame from all the galaxy spectra for the same block of observations. The use of ND filters ensured that even though there was some moonlight, the sky contribution was small ( ~ 8 per cent of the galaxy continuum at 4200 À). The fluxed and sky subtracted spectra taken with the same ND were then coadded and assembled into 3-D cubes having one spectral dimension (1800 pixels) and two spatial dimensions -53 pixels in the slit direction and 10 slit positions. The cube can be sliced in wavelength to produce monochromatic maps in continuum or line + continuum. 203 pixels in the spatial maps with detectable emission lines were spectrally analysed (channels 16 to 36 along the slit and columns 1 to 10). At each spatial pixel the spectrum was interactively analysed by fitting Gaussians to the emission lines and a linear interpolation for the continuum under the line. The line wavelength, emission line flux in the Gaussian, the equivalent width of the line and the error on the flux (derived from the photon noise error on the line, the residuals on the Gaussian fit and the rms on the continuum fit in the vicinity of the line over the line extent) were recorded. A correction was made to the H/? line fluxes to allow for underlying Wß absorption: following the prescription of McCall, Rybski & Shields (1985 , and see also Paper II) 2 À of equivalent width was added to the H/? emission line equivalent width and the observed Wß flux multiplied by the ratio (EW+ 2)/EW. The lowest signal-to-noise ratio on the H/3 emission line was 3.6. The data on the Gaussian fitting for all the spatial pixel spectra were then assembled into maps of emission line flux, flux error and equivalent width. The spectra from the data obtained with a 0.7 ND filter were examined for saturation in the lines. Sixteen pixels with emission lines whose peaks indicated a count rate > 1 Hz (i. [O ni] 4959 À, [O ii] and Ha to produce corrected emission line maps. The error maps were also altered. The extinction was determined by comparing the Ha/Hß and Hy/Hß ratio maps with the case B values assuming T e = 11500 K and 7V e = 150 cm -3 . The Hy/Hß maps consistently indicated a higher value of extinction than the Ha/Hß maps. Various considerations were entertained including a pecuhar extinction law, but as the reddening derived from the Hö/Hß ratio showed fair agreement with that from Ha/Hß in spectra from many pixels summed, it was concluded that the ND filter could introduce some uncertainty into the reddening correction from Hy/Hß or more probably the Hy emission line fluxes are affected by narrow underlying stellar absorption. Therefore only the Ha/Hß ratio was used to derive the reddening correction and the galactic law as tabulated by Seaton (1979) was employed. The resulting c (or A v ) map was then used to reddening correct the emission line maps and line ratio maps were constructed as defined by the ratios listed in Table 2 . The fluxed cube was also sliced to produce continuum maps: slices of 160 Á width at 3635 and 5400 À were made (c/. the Crawford u and y bands) -referred to as u and ^respectively -and a 1900 Â wide line + continuum band (3500 to 5400 Â) was sliced to simulate the IllaJ passband for comparison with optical photographs.
Results

MAPS
Plate 2 shows contour maps in various emission lines -Ha, [O n] and [O m] -and in the u continuum, compared with the same region on the B band print. The maps have not been corrected for interstellar extinction. The area covered by the contour maps is shown by the inner rectangle on the photograph (pixels 16 to 36 along the slit). Pixel maps of the extinction A v mag ( x 100) and its error are shown in Fig. 1(a) . Zeros in these maps do not indicate zero net extinction but that the line fluxes at such points were too weak to be analysed. Fig. 1(a) shows that point-to-point variations in extinction for the ionized gas greater than the errors are clearly evident. Comparison of the photograph with the extinction map shows that the dust width. This must be due to the effect of stronger stellar continuum at these pixels which adds to the continuum and hence decreases the measured emission line equivalent width. Some of the measured continuum arises from nebular continuum. For example at the pixel with I(H/?) of 839 in Fig. 1 per cent of the total continuum at H/?.In Fig elevated N/H significantly above the errors and this region is circled in Fig. 2(c) . All of these pixels correspond to saturated pixels in the data taken with ND 0.7, but since the offending pixels have been replaced this cannot be a contributing factor to the high N abundances. The pixels with enhanced N/H are encircled in the O/H map of Fig. 2(b) , and show clearly that the high N abundance is not accompanied by any significant changes in the O abundance. An N/O map was also produced from the ratio of the N + to 0 + maps, again propagating T e and line ratio errors. There is a region of enhanced N/O (similar in extent to the region of enhanced N/H) apparent in this map and this has been discussed by given by Clegg (1987) , point by point (since the correction is dependent on T e and A e ). The correction for collisional population is, however, small at the densities and temperatures in NGC 5253 (mean correction 2.2 per cent). The pixel map of He + /H is shown in Fig. 2(d) . No correction has been applied for the presence of neutral helium.
EXTINCTION
In Fig. 3 The u band, extending from 3555 to 3715 Ä, contains contributions from the stellar continuum, nebula continuum (the bound-free H break at 3646 À in particular) and high Balmer lines to the Balmer limit at 3646 Ä. Similarly the v band contains contributions from stellar and nebular continua, with the latter making a much smaller contribution than in the u band. Thus plots involving u/v versus line emission parameters cannot be interpreted simply in terms of stellar properties. A narrow band u index, defined as 3520 to 3620 À, and named u\ was found to be free of any effects of higher order Balmer emission lines, so that the nebular contribution could be uniquely subtracted out. The nebular continuum contribution (erg cm -2 s -1 À -1 ) to this pass-band was calculated as a multiplier of the dereddened H/? emission line map assuming a single value of T e = 11 800 K and A e = 120 cm -3 for the whole map; a similar procedure was performed for the v band map. Before subtracting the nebular continuum from the u' band map, the map must be dereddened using the extinction for the ionized gas. If the nebular continuum is subtracted from the non-reddened u band map then negative continuum fluxes result; the extinction to the stellar continuum must be of similar magnitude to that for the ionized gas. The ratio of the dereddened and nebular continuum subtracted u and v magnitudes (i.e. pure stellar magnitudes) are shown plotted against I(H/?) in Fig. 4 and a strong correlation is found (slope = 3.26 and linear correlation coefficient = 0.83). Fig. 4 demonstrates that the hottest stars are associated with the highest Hß intensities. The spread in values of I(H^) at given u'/v, which is largest at high u'lv, can only be marginally a result of errors in extinction since the reddening vector has a slope of 2.6. For NGC 2997 it was found that dereddening the continuum by the same amount as the ionized gas produced a continuum that was bluer than the hottest stars. However, the fact that the reddening correction for the stellar continuum in NGC 5253 has not been grossly over-estimated is apparent by comparing the values of u'jv in Fig. 4 with those of early type stars. An 081 star has log {u¡v) of 0.4 and the lowest value of log u'lv in Yig. 4 corresponds to a late A star. Such a range of spectral types is entirely in agreement with that expected for a recent star formation region. It is therefore concluded that no over-estimation of stellar continuum magnitudes has resulted by adopting the same extinction to the stars as to the ionized gas, and this close association of stars, dust and ionized gas confirm NGC 5253 as a region of recent and unprolonged star formation. The reverse conclusion for NGC 2997 is consistent with star formation having proceeded for a much longer period so that stars of later spectral types occur in the H n regions. 
ABUNDANCE CORRELATIONS
With abundance determinations at many points the existence of correlations between various element abundances, which are an important indicator of nucleosynthetic processes, can be investigated. Fig. 5 displays some of the correlations found in NGC 5253 and Fig. 5(a) . A correlation is found between
Ne/H and O/H as shown in Fig. 5(b) . One possible source of error not considered in the error bars for these diagrams (aside from uncertainties in the atomic data) is the applicability of a different reddening law to the galactic one. Gonzalez-Riestra e/ «/. (1987) suggest it is an LMC type system and that an LMC law may be applicable; there is no trace of the 2200 Â feature in the IUE spectra to match the extinction suggested for the ionized gas. Applying an LMC law to the spectra results in a higher value of c from the observed Ha/Hß ratio by 0.02. The effect on the abundances of applying the LMC reddening law is small: for example, the O/H abundance would be increased by less than 5 per cent.
INTEGRATED SPECTRA
In considering regions over which to co-add spectra to form an integrated spectrum, a comparison was made with the photograph of Campbell & Terlevich (1984) which is based on an unfiltered IllaJ plate. The 'IIIaT map, produced by slicing the flux cube from 3500 to 5400 À, was inspected for distinct regions and seven were identified. An inspection of the dereddened H/? flux map showed these regions bar one and in addition both maps show two regions corresponding to points of inflection in the decline in brightness from the bright core. Nine regions were defined and are shown against the IllaJ contour map in Fig. 6 . In addition a further region was defined by the pixels to the south-west having very low equivalent widths (< 11) in Fig.  1(c) . The extent of the ten regions is marked on the H/? equivalent width map (Fig. 1c) . We make no claim that regions 1 to 9 are classical H n regions in the normal sense: they may correspond to bright spots (higher N Q or higher emission measure) in a single amorphous complex or to local centres of ionizing stars in a region which appears to be ionized over its whole extent.
Only regions 1 and 7 show excitation ([O ni]/[0 n] decreasing towards their periphery as expected for a classical H n region ionized by a central group of hot stars. The boundaries of these regions are highly artificial but can be seen as serving to produce high signal-to-noise spectra with which to compare the various pixel by pixel correlations. Regions 1, 2, 6 and 7 correspond to regions a, c, b and e, respectively, of Campbell & Terlevich (1984. The flux cubes, raw count cubes and sky-subtracted raw count cubes were appropriately sliced to produce spectra of the ten regions and errors. The emission lines were interactively fitted by Gaussians as for the pixel spectra and the emission line fluxes and identifications are listed in Table 4 (a) for region 1 and in Table 4 (b) for the other regions. For the lines known to be saturated (Hß, Ha, [O n], [O m] 4959 and 5007 Â), the ratios with respect to H/? were determined from the observation at ND 1.3. By comparing the ratio of unsaturated lines to Hß against the same ratios in the spectrum obtained at high ND, a saturation of 11 per cent was found for H/? in the region 1 spectrum; the only other region affected by saturation of H/3 was region 2 where the saturation was 5 per cent. In all cases the [O m] 4959 À line was used and any Figure 6 . A contour map of the IllaJ slice (3500 to 5400 A) of the mapped region of NGC 5253 is shown (inner rectangle in Plate 2). The extent of the ten defined regions for which integrated spectra were formed and analysed are shown. The orientation is the same as Plates 1 and 2. saturation was checked by examining the spectrum from the ND 1.3 exposure (where the 4959 À was not saturated) and any saturated fluxes substituted. The relative emission line ratios in Table 4 are therefore rehable. The reddening correction was determined from the observed Ha/Hß ratio compared to the case B value at 11500 K and the reddening corrected line fluxes are listed in Table 4 (a) and (b). The errors on the reddening correction have not been propagated to the dereddened line flux errors as this gives a misleading indication of the errors on line ratios for closely spaced lines. However, the errors on c resulting from the error on the Ha and Hß line are Usted in Table 4 . The reddening corrected synthesized V magnitude (as used by Jacoby, Hunter & Christian 1984) of the regions and the u-v colours are also Usted in Table 4 (a) and (b). The derived physical parameters from the diagnostic line ratios are Usted in Table 5 (a) for region 1. For [Ar iv] a correction was appUed for the presence of He 14713 Â by taking the ratio of 4713/4471 for the Orion nebula from Kaler (1976) ; the derived density value is at the low density limit of the ratio (colüsion strengths from Zeippen, Butler & Le Bourlet 1987) . The electron density derived from the [Cl m] 5517/5538 Á ratio is consistent with that from the [S n] ratio taking into account the large error. they are not important. For the He abundance, no correction was made for the presence of neutral helium. The N/O ratio was obtained from the N + /0 + ratio without any correction. In addition, for region 1, the S abundance was computed from the [S n] 6716,6731 À and [S m] 6312 Â line strengths and the IGF of French (1981) with n = 2; the value is tabulated in Table  5 (a). The quoted errors arise from the propagated errors in the line ratios, the electron temperature error and, where appropriate, the error on the ICF was also propagated. It is clear from Table 5 that the mean O, He and Ne abundances are the same within the errors between regions 1 and 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 whilst the N abundance is a factor 1.8 times larger in region 1. Correlations between the abundances for the ten regions are listed in Table 3 (b) for comparison with the pixel correlations in Table 3 (a). Fig. 7 shows the correlations of several abundance ratios for those regions with measured 7; (1,2,4,5,6,7). The plots in Fig. 7(b) and
.5 U 1 1 1 L -4.1 -3 9 Log (0/H) -3.8 -3.7 (c) can be compared with the same plots for the pixel maps in Fig. 5(a) and (b) , respectively. There is good broad agreement between the two sets of correlations indicating that there are no systematic differences between the pixel plots and those for the integrated regions. There is good agreement between the abundance values from regions 1 and 2 with those given by Campbell et al (1986) and fair agreement between that for region 1 and region 1 of Webster & Smith (1983) although there is not exact positional concordance and the observing apertures differ. The principal differences between the continuum spectra for regions 1 and 2-9 (see fig. 2) (1968) suggests a type WN6-7; but N iv 3480 À is not in our spectral range. No similar features are apparent above the noise in the spectra of regions 2 to 10. The broad 4686 À feature is found only in the pixels with enhanced N/H and the strength of the feature does not appear to be correlated with the Hß intensity or the blueness of the continuum. Comparison with the luminosity indicators at late O and early B (e.g. Yamashita, Nariai & Norimoto 1977) shows no useful lines that are not affected by nebula contamination (e.g. Hi). Region 1 after reddening correction by c = 0.44 and subtraction of the nebula continuum can be reasonably fitted by a B1I star spectrum. The greater redness of the continuum spectra of regions 2 to 10 (after reddening correction, Table 4 ) obviously requires the presence of later type stars. Spectral synthesis is not a useful tool for disentangling the presence of giant from super-giant stars for such early types. High signal-to-noise, high dispersion spectra in the blue to measure absorption Unes such as Siiv 4089, 4116À, Cm 4068Â and Hei lines are required or UV spectra. Gonzalez-Riestra et al (1987) present TUE spectra and show the presence of Si m, Si iv and C iv all of which indicate the presence of O stars. In the case of Si iv and C iv P Cygni profiles with redward emission are found confirming the presence of early type supergiants.
Discussion
The maps and correlations for NGC 5253 show a spread in line ratios, temperatures and abundances over the ionized gas complex. This may be attributed to sampling a number of giant H ii regions (diameters 20 to 50 pc, Section 4.4) with different ionizing clusters and ages, or a single region with one (large) ionizing cluster but with physical conditions and abundances varying spatially. The size of the central emission region mapped is ~ 470 (N-S) by 160 (E-W ) pc 2 whilst the extent of the ionized filaments is ~ 700 by 600 pc 2 (Graham 1981) . Thus the central region is ~ 10-20 times larger than the core of the 30 Doradus nebula ( ~ 100 pc in diameter). The result here can be compared with that of Rosa & Mathis (1987) where no significant abundance variations were found between nine positions in 30 Doradus and similar abundances were found for outer regions as for the core. However, Rosa & Mathis (1987) found one region with high He abundances, but not high N/H. NGC 5253 is probably observed at an earlier stage of evolution than 30 Doradus where relatively unprocessed material has just been converted to stars and local mixing has not yet served to homogenize the abundances, possibly on account of a low velocity field. The spread in O, N, He and Ne abundances can be compared with some of the plots of Vigroux, Stasinka & Comte (1987) for a sample of 53 irregular and blue compact galaxies.
Although there is not such a large range in O/H abundances as in their sample (the range of O abundances found in the pixel maps of NGC 5253 is 3.4), similar correlations result. The correlation between Ne/H and O/H (Fig. 5b and Table 3 ) is very similar (within the errors) to that of Vigroux et al. (1987) . This correlation implies that Ne and O must be produced by the same stars. Since O is produced in stars of greater than ~ 10 M 0 then the same must apply to Ne. The He + /H versus N/O pixel plot also shows a similar slope to that presented by Vigroux et al. (1987) Vigroux et al. (1987) sample. That the conditions in NGC 5253 are similar to those in other starburst galaxies can be understood in terms of star formation in gas where little or no nucleosynthetic processing has occurred to alter the abundances of the material (less than a few recent starbursts, ages < ~ 10 8 yr).
An accurate estimate of the helium abundance was made by summing all the pixels over the emission line region (channels 18 to 38 along the slit and all slit lengths), and analysing the spectrum as previously. From the [O m] electron temperature and [S n] electron density and the dereddened Hei 5876 Â to H/3 line ratio, the He + /H line ratio was derived correcting for collisional excitation (Clegg 1987) . A number ratio of He + /H of 0.0739 ± 0.0012 was derived, where the error also reflects the T t error. This corresponds to a mass abundance fraction of 0.223±0.003. This is a low value when compared to usually quoted values and suggests that some neutral helium may be present. Since the correlation between He + /H and N/O (Table 3) implies that that some of the He has been produced in stars (since N and O are not primordial), the primordial He + /H mass fraction would be even lower. It is suggested that even though the excitation is high some neutral helium is still present. In Table 6 Table 6 give the x,y coordinates of the pixels corresponding to Fig. 2 Table 6 will be useful when observations of the strong [S m] 9065,9532 Â lines are available over the same region, and the spatial variation of the total He abundance can be studied. An attempt to derive the carbon abundance was made using the published fluxes for C m] 1908 Á and C n] 2326 À emission from Gonzalez-Riestra et al (1987) . (Maeder 1983) . The detected WR feature, however, indicates WN rather than WC stars; it is suggested that the carbon overabundance results from ejection of carbon from WC stars (or supernova progenitors) which have evolved more rapidly (or were formed earlier) than the WN stars and are no longer visible in the continuum spectrum.
Further evidence for the effects of energetic mass transport from stars into the interstellar medium of NGC 5253 is provided by high dispersion spectroscopy. A long slit, high spectral resolution profile of the Ha and [N n] 6583 Â emission lines north-south through the core was obtained with the Manchester echelle and IPCS (Meaburn et al 1984) mounted at the //8 Cassegrain focus of the A AT. A broad wing (FWHM 105 km s" 1 ) to the Ha line over the central bright region (compare region 1) was found, which was not detected at any other positions. The profiles from 4 channels (5.7 arcsec) over the bright core and 5 channels to the south (in the vicinity of region 2) for the Ha line are illustrated in Fig. 8 together with the result of a multiple Gaussian fit; similar line profiles are seen in the [N n] 6583 Â line. The narrow Gaussians have widths of ~ 50kms" 1 (FWHM). The association of high-velocity gas with region 1 is evidence for the presence of stars undergoing mass loss. The broad feature is identified as being produced by stellar winds or supernovae, and the former option is favoured since in supernovae much broader lines are expected ( -hundreds km s" 1 ). An object like rj Carina, which has been observed to have N rich ejecta (Davidson, Walborn & Gull 1982) , might be able to account for the anomalies associated with region 1, if the next evolutionary stage of rj Car is to a Wolf Rayet star. With local mixing proceeding at ~ 100 km s~1 in region 1, the N enrichment could have occurred within ~ 7 x 10 6 yr, i.e. well within the expected lifetime of a WR star. The evolutionary models of high-mass stars (Maeder 1983 (Maeder ,1987 show that of the principal elements observed in this work, He and N are enriched in the interstellar medium. If the N enrichment in the core of NGC 5253 is attributable to WR stars, as several independent pieces of evidence suggest, then an elevation of He abundance is also expected. The observed enhancement of He abundance will be less marked than for N since primordial helium is already present before the first starburst. On a pixel-by-pixel basis in the N rich region (Fig.  2d) , five pixels to the east show enhancement of He + /H (the mean value for the eleven pixels is 0.085) larger than the errors, whilst to the west the value of He + /H is lower (so low that some correction for neutral He is suggested). However, the largest values of He + /H occur just outside the region of enhanced N/H to the south. Fig. 9(a, b) Pagel 1987) . Whilst this is a simplification it obviously approximates the situation in NGC 5253. Wolf Rayet stars are an important source of He enrichment and the abundance ratio N/O is a better indicator than N/H of He enrichment on the basis of Fig. 9 . The enhanced nitrogen in the central region could be an evolutionary effect. If the youngest stars are present in this area, as suggested by the continuum colours and IR photometry (Campbell & Terlevich 1984) , then the implication is that nitrogen is the most recent product of a concentrated burst of star formation. That N/H is lower in the surrounding regions could be ascribed to geometrical dilution of early nitrogen ejecta assuming that the surrounding regions are older (the IR colours indicate a greater proportion of red supergiants, Campbell & Terlevich 1984) . This spatial variation can be understood in terms of N being the most recent product of nucleosynthesis from the fastest evolving (i.e. most massive) stars. O (and Ne) form later from less massive stars (e.g. 10-20 M 0 ). After the first ~ 5 x 10 6 yr of the burst the N injection slows as the most massive stars have evolved and the less massive stars begin to inject substantial quantities of heavier elements. Alternatively such an abundance effect could be attributable to spatial variation of the IMF, with higher mass star formation taking place in the core.
Conclusions
The central ionized region of the starburst core of NGC 5253 has been spectroscopically mapped. The following conclusions are drawn:
( 1 ) the extinction and reddening corrected line ratio maps show point-to-point fluctuations greater than the errors of measurement;
(2) the extinction to the stellar continuum is similar to that for the ionized gas in marked contrast to the older H n regions observed in the spiral galaxy NGC 2997; (3) a region of enhanced N/H and N/O is found associated with the WR star signature; Figure 9 . The correlation of He + /H against N/H is shown in part (a) and of He + /H against N/O in part (b) for the region with elevated N/H (i.e. the circled region in Fig. 2 ). The dotted line shows the least squares straight line fit to the points, and the bold line the expected relation if the He and N arise from the winds of Wolf Rayet stars. 
